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If you answered NO to the previous question, please explain 
how we can improve. 
 

We need a turf field and a track 
We should have a track, turf field, softball field 
having new equipment  

Our softball field has no score board, no actual fence, the amount of money and effort put into our 
softball team is little to none. We don’t even have a batting cage to warm up hitting in. The drainage 
system is nonexistent making our field horrible to play on.  

No for transportation because if we just have at the school 

The amount of money that goes to the soccer program is little to none, out of all the sports provided at 
penncrest soccer ALWAYS gets the short end of the stick when it comes to funding. We have not 
been provided with new uniforms in several years while every other sport gets new uniforms every 4 
years. Even our scheduling for games get pushed aside because there have been countless errors in 
the pass couple years weather it comes to refs, game times or where the game will take place. 
Better basketball court  
I don’t think we should have to go to another school because we have always had practices and 
games at our school and i think it would just be another big cluster for our parents 
There's not a lot of positivity in the sport teams themselves, and there isn’t very much recognition for 
most of the sport achievements. It feels like no one really cares that much. 
More needed qualifications needed to coach  
Combine football teams. Not winning a game in 4 years isn’t a good look. 
No they are the ofter compition 

The basketball court is slipping. The outfits stink for both basketball and volleyball because they get in 
our way and bother us. The Soccer fields are trash and they are uneven. 
No coach support and no good coaching staff 

We don’t celebrate enough when someone does well in a sport and students are not aware of what 
their peers are doing. We do not get the support that used to be present. 
It depends on what it being presented as an idea 

A lot of the funds do not go towards any of the sports for new uniforms or new equipment.  

Get better coach’s so we can go far, and get coach’s that know what they are doing. 
We don’t have club teams to better us and keep us practicing year round, the coaches for some 
sports aren’t great, actually getting students to play and participate is difficult  

Do more for other schools and not just one. Like sticking with your promises on getting new uniforms 
and nice ones. Not just getting nice uniforms for one school in the district.  
There is not enough people coming out. 
We could use a better field, better gym floors, or better mats. 
we need new equipment but it takes forever to get in  
Insufficient equipment and funding for uniforms 
more money, more recognition 
coaches are in favor of some students, the baseball field needs improvement  



 
 
 

dont combine sports 
Just leave it how it is  
Nobody seems to take sports as a game anymore  
Listen to what the player participating have to say about the program and what can be changed or 
needs to be changed  
Our soccer team is rarely supported by the school 
Longer spring training trip for baseball, fundraise the money anyways 

 
 
Question 10 
 
How we can we increase student participation in our athletic 
programs? 
 

They are good as they are 

Making sure parents know of the activity buses and by making sure the bus is well know by all 
Younger programs  

Have more programs for younger kids so they are better and want to play by 7th grade 

Have programs for younger students so when they get to the high school they are more experienced. 
Better Coaching staff 

I don’t think you should try to increase student participation in athletic programs they either want to participate 
or they don’t want to don’t try to make something more glorified just for the Appel to a couple of kids. 

giving all sports more and/or equal attention and explaining the benefits 
Coaches should not have favorites and treat everyone equal 
I really don’t know  
Idk 
Share more thing about the sport before it starts 
The better the advertisement the better, listening to the current athletes about their issues and solving them, 
and having a good coaching staff. 
Get more information about the sport  

I think to increase student participation for football we need to do better at games 

Stop making students feel that there not good enough for the sport and stop leaving students out, you have no 
idea how much discrimination goes on in a sport. 
By showing or having members of different sports encourage others by telling them or showing them all of the 
things they participate in. 
Win more games 



 
 
 

Make it so there is a no cut but don’t make people feel bad it they want to quit or leave 

I think that we should have more assemblies for sport teams before games and get them hyped up and that 
might get more people because it shows that the school supports them 

I believe that students aren’t motivated enough. Maybe assembelies, or school wide posters. 
Get students excited for sports. 
Make them more fun and no bullies  

Have more open gyms and have gym teachers pass out papers to “ show case “ the open gym.   
Idk 

Make the practices more fun for the students to where they will want to practice more,I also think we could 
advertise the sports a bit better and have way more pep assembly’s for the athletes/cheerleaders because i 
know people would want to be in the pep assemblies and that would want to encourage people to participate 
more. 
Fun activities 

We need to broadcast it more. We should be actively showing ALL of the sports and clubs. Maybe we could 
do like a trade fair with booths of all the clubs and sports. 

By adding super fan sections. Saegertown has added a Panther Pit specifically for student fans to sit and do 
crazy chants and dances. As a part of the Panther Pit and what I say a leader of it, I believe this has already 
raised school spirit and has brought more people out not only to see the matches but to chant with us. 
Better morale 
Combine football teams 

Show how the sports work like swimming and have open gyms for people to try 
By bringing in more people. Maybe advertising it. 
Make coaching staff changes  
To start, we could get the student more interested in the sports.  

Advertise them and broadcast the more get the word out so people know their opptions. 
We can offer it more often 

Offer track as a sport not a club I know a lot of kids who would participate  
Maybe  
Involve the student body in more pep rallies and assemblies  
More exposure to younger students (even in the elementary schools) 

More pep assemblies to inspire and make students aware of what peers are doing. 
Start being really good in sports 
Give away more free stuff  
we can have more prep rallies, and more sprit in our school 



 
 
 

we need a new football coach 

Buildup all of the sports make them seem fun and enjoyable, make ‘if you play a sport you don’t have to do 
gym’ policy, not all of the sports get tons of fans-fans really do help, more sporting events we can take a bus 
to like the baseball boys playoffs, more sports assembly’s to show off the players and recognize them and 
show the students its fun and they should play, better programs so our teams get good 
Do more to help the sport so kids will enjoy playing it 

Make flyers about the sports and trailers leading up to it. Have the coaches introduce themselves and tell you 
how they work deciding if you play. 
Have a hole school meeting like a pep rally. 
I am not sure 
Better coach’s  
Give out free passes to the game. 
I’m not sure  
I’m not sure 
Better school spirit  
Advertise more sports and give more information earlier 
Have a small pep rally every sports season 
Win games 
WIN 

We need more school pride and maybe look at the coaches more. Many players complain about coaches and 
how they favorite some players. 
coaching staffs not having coaches with their kids on the team, having people be playing that should be out 
their  
Have better sports 

make it more available to students. i wish I would’ve been asked to play volleyball or softball because then i 
might not feel so bad about myself for not playing 

Better programs better coaches better school better people better staff better authority  
Make more announcements about them  
More team bonding 
Make them cheaper.  
Offer more scholorships 
Make sporting events more well known and possibly send out flyers when he dates for tryouts and games 
might happen 
Help kids get what they need for the sport they are playing  
By putting practices out there more 
More assemblies and incentives  
Put more effort into the programs that most kids want to join 
I don’t even know 
get better coaches that are not in favor of playing favorites  
You really cant 



 
 
 

Make it more fun 

have a good team so that more of the athletic kids would want to be part of it 
make it look like its going to be enjoyable and worth their time 
make the kids actually tryout the sport to seeif they like it or not  
im not sure how you would increase participation  
not combining schools 
By making them actually haft to participat in gym 
to bring sports to the school that other kids would like to do 
New coaches  
Idk 

Advertise ALL sports around school and talk about them over announcements 
Evaluate the coaches  
Requiring people to at least try to do one sport 
Idk 
Get better coaching and more practice time 
New equipment  
Let other people play when the game doesn’t matter 
I have no idea 

Personally, I play volleyball and basketball where cuts usually need to be made. I have not had a first hand 
experience with having a shortage in players so I am not sure how to fix it. I do know however that a lot of 
people who don’t want to play football is because of the danger of it, which can not be fixed. 
Stop charging for sign ups and look for coaches with experience 
Don’t push students so much to participate.  
More broadly advertise them. Some people don’t even know that our school does certain sports and most 
don’t know when sign ups are. 
Make less parent interactions during practices. 
Get different coaches 
If you show it more and show when signing up for it is easier. 
hope the next generation is full of freak athletes  
Talk to more students about it  

Maybe if we advertised more what’s sports are available for students to play maybe more students would play. 
I don’t know why 
They could make students feel more welcome. 
make it more fun put the grade level lower like three fs cant play 2 fs your out for 2 to three days as a trial to 
get their grades up  
Give the students that are starting new extra help to catch up  

By making it more fun and getting new equipment also the best competition is agents our fellow schools so 
you shouldn’t ruin is by combining schools athletic programs.  
Get better coaches, make it more fun  



 
 
 

Have rides to the event and make so everyone knows about them because people want to play but they dont 
know when it because they dont say anything  
Provide info about them in the hallways 

Be more open and understanding about homework and students being busy. 
Maybe you can advertise sports more often during school 
Tell students what they get out of playing a sport 

I don't know but its not gonna help if you're playing a sport with someone you don't like.  

You need to try to hold event that let people came and it will help get people into some of these sport 

Include transportation and help paying for things that need paid for. Like uniforms, shoes, etc.  
We can make it fun and make everyone want to participate 
Yes 

You could have students talk about the sport and have students ask questions. 

I am not really sure but I think I might have one put up papers around the hall or have people go around and 
interest them in our athletics program 
There is nothing to improve I think 
By have it them after school and having a bus take students homeafter 
Ask people that what to play sports. 
More funds, better couches, adding more athletic programs such as, lacrosse, hockey, skating, snowboarding 
etc.  
Give certain sports more recognition. 
Who we play and where we travel  
Make more activities more fun. 

I think we could increase student participation in our athletic programs by making kids see the good/fun in 
playing a sport and being on a team. To show them that they can do more than just hang out and be lazy and 
that there can be benefits. 
Maybe give a simpler sport like table tennis or badminton  
Promoting it more and make it exciting 

Try to in courage students to participate in sports by showing them where sports can take them. 

Try to show them a little bit if each sport. Like a practice, scrimmage, or game. 
I’m just not interested  

I think if we combined schools there might be more participants. Think that because if one team isn’t to good 
and they combined that team with the 2 other teams in are district are team would be better. 
Idk 
Have it so that you can have lower grades maybe  
Get the word out better and get people to participate more 

Make participation prizes and increase the chance of playing more teams 



 
 
 

Maybe have like discounts for dances or have Christmas presents for all athletes  

Make participation prizes along with best in each category in the program 
Try to make it more appealing  

I don’t know but i play because i love it but other people my only play because of there parents so i don’t know 
More funding for the sports 
Have the teams actually communicate with each other.  
I don’t think we need to because  
Have better coaches 
No coach is parent of student  
encourage people to play  
By not combining  
not combining because if you combine then less people will try out for teams beach use of the factor of getting 
cut or riding bench. 
Advertise them broadly 

I believe that we are doing the best that we can with maybe a few minor changes including advertising the 
sports more around the schools. 
Idk 
Support your students  
Tell people about wrestling and how we did and support the students  
 It would be helpful if we actually had a couch  
Not combining schools that for sure that would make a lot of kids quit 
Have the sports more often during the school year. 
By letting everyone that tried out get on the team 
Don’t let em if they want to 
Not to combine 
Make the coaches be more fair  
Make the coaching staff nicer 
By not combining schools 

Spread your money out more, give every sport a chance, and advertise when and where sporting events are. 
Try to get students to have more school spirit. 

Make sure coaches make the sport fun, include everyone, have spring trips be allowed 
 By letting people know how fun it is 
More awareness  

Make it fun. There’s not really anything else you can do, you cant force people to play sport. 
Do tryouts for every sport. 
Including better uniforms and new coaches  
I think we have enough student participation. Student are just lazy and go get involved when they have the 
opportunity. 
By bribing them  



 
 
 

Maybe for them to try out new sports and see what they like. 
Make them easier to work around schedules  
We could make them more friendly to all types of people. 
The students should be more involved but they also need to know when the activities are. And maybe rides to 
away games would help.  
Promote it in a better way. 
If we had better recognition 
Not combine 

I if we make to sports more known then more students would participate or come and watch the sport. 
We encourage people to join the sports teams 
New equipment  
Improve the health of kids.  
Try to convince them  
I’m not sure  
Don’t combine us 
there’s no way. People either wanna participate or they dont 
Make them participate in after school activities  
You can’t really do that people just have to want to play 
Not sure 
Advertise  
Advertise sports more  

We can support the other sports that our friends and classmates do. We can get better coaches. We could 
have the football team to support the marching band at least one competition. We always support them for 
games, why can't they support us.  
Make them more fun 
Make more appealing to students 
Do not combine  
Get us newer and nicer equipment. 
Better coaching staff especially girls basketball  
Don’t combine 
Definitely a turf football field 
Don’t combine  
dont combine the sports teams 
dont make them combined  programs 
Don't combine the schools  
Idk that’s not my job 
We are should not combine sports teams 
Require them to participate in an after school activity    

Better staff, better attitudes about sports, fun in the sport, more team get together stuff, and  better funding. 

Better funding, MORE funding, nicer coaches, stricter on parent attitudes and bias coaching as well. 
Make coaches not bias 



 
 
 

Don’t combine them 
Advertise the sports more and what they are about. 
Dont combine them  
Not to sure  
By having more camps over the summer so students can go and see if they like the sport or to continue 
getting better.  
Don’t combine the teams 
Crear more things for kids to do  
Less competing sports during varsity seasons 
Provide more transportation  
Have more opportunities for younger students to get involved. 
You cant. 
I don’t know 
No clue 
Don’t combine.  
You cant force kids to do something they don’t want  
Be supportive. 
By keeping separate between schools 
Not stinking 
Offer incentive to participate. 
Not combine let other kids recruit people  

Make it more fun and not as difficult just have more practices but less intensive  
When will have the best player in the district  
Making good nice uniforms provided by the school  
Idk 
Newer uniforms 
Don’t combine school sports 
Better equipment for that sport 
Keep it how it is 
I don’t know  
Maybe adding more sports?  
Mayhaps you try promoting other sports, and not baby your football teams. 

idk but combining schools would turn more people away rather then make them feel included and excited. if 
school sports were put together most people would stop participating  
Provide a larger amount of sports to lower grades 
Try to make things less awkward  

Show them the good parts about the sport and also what they are signing up for in the long run 
Don’t combine sports 
More advertising  
IDK 
Maybe by making the sports more known  
Some don’t want to play sports  



 
 
 

I don’t know 
I don’t know 
Get everyone to try and participate  
Have fun activities as well as normal practices 

Have a thing that people can put suggestions in for different sports that they would want to play 
Do some fun drills during practice  
Make it more convenient  
I have no clue 
I don’t know 
Stay at maplewood 
By NOT combining schools for sports!!!!!!!! 
You should make us work a lot harder. 
None 
Convince them it will be fun  

You should encourage it more in the elementary levels. Making more kids want to play when there young so 
they stick with it when they get to high school 
Not a whole lot 
Let kids make suggestions on what sports they want 
I don’t know.  
Have everyone try things out  
Try to boost school spirit and support 
Do it in gym 

 
 
Question 11 
 
Please share any thoughts or opinions about our athletic 
programs.  
 

Please share any thoughts or opinions about our athletic programs.  
They cool 

Combining sports with other Penncest schools would be really stupid because the distance would be long 
just for practice and let alone the time to travel is a lot. Also think of the people that are really good, however 
they would get cut because they aren’t better than the other school participants. 

I Don’t know many ideas how, but we need was for more involvement before the programs collapse. 
I don’t think that we should combine for all sports but maybe for some 

I don’t think we should combine all sports just ones that are more individual sports 
Not all sport only a few. 
DONT COMBINE SCHOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



 
 
 

I really enjoy are athletic program  at Maplewood as it is I don’t believe there needs  to be any sort of change 
to it in anyway. Combing teams is just not a good idea we should be able to be are selves and not have to 
play with other schools what is the point in playing  if you can’t play for YOUR SCHOOL ?  Also if you were 
to implicate a no cut rule that wouldn’t be fair to other players because if there would be no cuts there would 
be a giant team and people wouldn’t get as much playing time  and it’s not  fair to the people who love that 
sport to have people on the team who are lacking. I don’t know if you also believed that we should combine 
boys and girls sports if so that’s also a very bad idea due to many factors one being the safety of the 
players.I have a lot more to say about the topic but frankly can’t put it all into words but if you want students 
to enjoy playing a sport please don’t take away what we love which is rocking are Black and Gold and 
having fun as ARE school, and  with are family on  the field . I hope you take what I said into consideration 
and don’t try to fix something that in my opinion isn’t broken. 

DO NOT I REPEAT DO NOT COMBINE SCHOOL SPORTS!!! It’s going to give student more of a reason 
not to play sports because they might not make a team  
Ask kids what would make them join sports 
They are awesome if you want to stay out of the house  
Keep the Jr High football coaches 
I think they are very good but some are very small 

The basketball court at the elementary school is terrible and always has dirt on it when we are practicing  
Overall, I’m happy with our programs now. 
We should have gymnastics or like a dance line or something other than just cheer because they aren’t 
entertaining  

For spirit wear for the sport indicate both school colors or logo not just the one school.  
They ight  

I Think we should have some fun activities so that we can show people what sports are all about. 

I believe that combining schools in sports is not the smart way to raise school spirit. Adding schools into one 
team could lead to more conflicts and more fingers to blame. I personally want to graduate as a Saegertown 
Panther, not a Crawford County Whatever.  

I would like to win a football game in my varsity career, and believe that will only happen if schools combine. 
I also believe that the bands should combine. 
DO NOT COMBINE OUR SPORTS TEAMS!!!! 
Make swimming and track bigger 
I do not think we should combine teams for Football.  
Better gym floors so kids don’t hate hurt while playing basketball. 

In my opinion there would be a lot of bias choices being made in who participates in the team, who would 
get cut, and who would get playing time. There would also be a lot of rivalry between the team members.  
They need a girls golf team. 



 
 
 

Their good but coaches need to get better 
Swimming should be included on the list  
do  the girls volleyball practice  
Needs improvement  
We need to celebrate more in school when students are here to make them more aware of what’s going on 
with their peers and sports. 
Sports are nice, but I’m just not interested in school sanctioned sports. 

I really like all the programs I participated in. Just some coaches are a lot worse than others. 
We need to explain to the school more how the different sports are doing.  
we don’t have a lot of support for our teams 

Not all programs have enough money to purchase new stuff when necessary, some teams haven’t gotten 
new uniforms in a very long time, more money towards nicer thing for the players, ALL sports no matter the 
gender should be RECOGNIZED and SUPPORTED 
None 

I think we are good and with combing there can be a lot of problems with getting playin time. What if there’s 
to many people and we don’t get playing time. Or what if there’s only 4 kid from one school on a team 
because all the other kids from that team go kicked off. I think we should not combined we are very good 
with being in are own schools. 
I don’t think combining sports would get a lot of people to play the game. If you combine sports you should 
just combine the schools too  
Football is the only one that needs help 
I do not wish for anything to combine sports  
I think we have some very strong athletic programs and some very weak 
Don’t combine. Some sports should be combined if they don’t have many people. Spread out money more 
to give other sports chances. 
I think we are doing ok I think we just need to work more together  

I think we should really consider this, so it changes everything for Saegertown.  

I think that if we were to combine certain sports the lack of playing time on most players would increase. At 
this time there are already parents and players complaining about playing time, yet if we were to combine 
that would not help that problem, it would make it worse. 
We should do javelin  
Please make a combined track team 
Honestly they’re pretty good 

i don’t think you should combine any sports because PENNCREST is proud of each schools individuality 
and combining school sports would ruin that and make us all look cheesy  
We need lacrosse 
I fell like a lot of people would stop playing sports if we combined teams 
They should be more well funded in the budget 
I enjoy playing CS football due to its very prestigious career  
Penncrest School District needs coaching changes for some coaches are insufficient in their tactics while 
coaching a sport 
It should stay the same, but don’t do the “no cut” program 



 
 
 

I think the coaching staff is great 
new coaching staff for most sports 
i think that the athletic programs are doing a good job. 
i think that cambridge should get a better wrestling room 
I believe our sports could be good if we had new coaches  
Cheer is a sport and we should get more than 9 varsity spots because the jv works just as hard. Also, I don’t 
think the schools should combine 
I believe we could be good if we had better coaching for some sports, and we should NOT combine sports 
with any of the other schools in the district.   
Give us new equipment  
I like the sports program now but if we combined we can be better 
I like golf 
I don’t like sports therefore do not have an opinion about them.  
What we have works, but it could probably work better. 

I don’t want to combine sports because we have rivalries and its more fun to go against your school district 

I think our programs are ok but our scheduling of buses and transportation have been poor, because on 
multiple occasions for sports our buses have been late or not there at all so the coach has to contact the 
athletic director to get a bus there so we can leave. Then we are late for our games and events which can 
hinder our performance on the field and court. 
Don’t combine them all the schools have a rivalry  
I think it’s good. 
they aight 
They aren’t very good and aren’t run very smoothly  
Maybe if we let all kids that want to play a sport play, and if some of the coach’s let everyone play instead of 
only a few. 

We could improve in the equipment we have in the different sports, and we could also advertise what sports 
are available to the students so we have more options. 
I don’t know 
look at my answer above  
No combined sports teams 
Also if there was a tryout then some people wouldn’t make it and some people need sports more than sports 
need them.  

The athletic programs are very good and i enjoy them very much. It would be insane not doing them.  
I love them they keep me fit and it gives me something to do 

They are so great and I would NOT enjoy it if it was combined with other schools 
They are pretty good. 
Jr. high should have a bowling team 

I don't want to play with anyone but my school I can't stand those other kids and if we join I'm not playing.  



 
 
 

I think the students should get more recognition when they play sports. I also think that the “No Water 
Policy” is terrible. Even people without doctors excuses and people who play sports should be allowed to 
bring a water bottle and drink from it at their leisure!!! 
We should have longer practices 
I like what is going on with the school. 
Meet new people 
We need more people to play sports so we can have a full team. 

There is a good base of sports but more could be added to appease a wider group of students such as 
lacrosse, hockey, skating, snowboarding etc. put more funds and pay attention to all sports equally.  
We need new uniforms for a lot of sports. 

It is good i think the coaching is good i think it was good that you can have to Fs to still practice if we could 
practice for longer i think it would help the teams greatly 
I overall like the system but sometimes kids have to get up at 5 Am to go to practice (At least that’s what I 
heard) 
Consider our thoughts and feelings toward athletic sports 
The athletic programs have been done fine and nothing should change. 

I like how are teams are now. I don't think that combining any sports would make any of the athletes happy. 
N/A 
I do not think any of the students would benefit from combining teams. I think it would only complicate things 
and make them worse. 
Idk 
(Cambridges) They are good the way they are. 
Don’t combine teams because there are lots of rivals 
They are great  
I think there good but would be way better if we were together  
I like soccer 
I like them 
I think we have a good athletic program but I feel that the schools should stay separate because there 
wouldn’t be the friendly competition and such. 
It could be better 

Sagertown is its own school, its own colors, its own place and that should not be taken away by combing 
with other schools. The athletes at sagertown High school should represent only sagertown high school. 
maple wood football couches teach their team to play dirty  

I think we need to keep doing what we are doing. Do not combine school sports and retain our own school 
individual sports. There would be too many kids for teams and they would have to cut those kids or they 
would “sit the bench.” 

I believe that we should include the sport baton twirling into our athletic program to also increase our school 
spirit and give students a look at a not very popular but very impressive sport. 
Idk 



 
 
 

They are good but don’t every tell people about how the teams did or give us any recognition for all of our 
hard work 
It is a good program we just need more people to volunteer  
I don’t have any. 
They are good don’t change em 
Not to combine 
The coaches are to biased on the students/ parents they know the best 
I don’t like how in volleyball you wear short shorts, in basketball coaches can be a little rough and I haven’t 
yet played the softball 
PLEASE DO NOT COMBINE SCHOOLS!!!!!!!!!! 

I think they are good, maybe some new equipment for each sport every couple years  

We should not combine teams. Spring trips are a very important asset to teams because it gives them the 
chance to play the sport outside on a field against a team they are unfamiliar with, so it is very good practice. 

When people say we get new uniforms/equipment actually follow through with that!!! 
I don’t have any  
I think we should not combine school sports  

Keep them how they are. All our sport teams are fine how they are. I’m happy with how we are right now. 
its Cool 

I heard something about girls not being able to participate in wrestling or something like that, but it would be 
interesting if they could okay with the boys as well. 
I think our programs are great the way they are. They shouldn’t change  

I think our athletic program is great the way it is and changing it would cause a large disagreement.  
Penncrest should not combine teams because it is unnecessary to do. And the girls soccer team needs a 
new coach desperately.  

All sports need to be treated like they are important and provided with things they need. 
I don’t have anything 

In my opinion i think we shouldn’t combine sports with another district because it would effect the the playing 
of kids because if you combine with a school that’s really good at a sport and then add more and it would 
effect who plays. 
Cheerleading should be included within this survey 
Don’t combine the teams  
I feel like they shouldn’t cut people off teams  
Not sure 
I believe sports should not be combined because that will lessen the chance of players being allowed to 
commit to the sport. 
No thoughts 
IF YOU COMBINE I WILL NOT PARTICIPATE  
Needs to improve 
Leave them the same 



 
 
 

We don’t even know some of them exist  
They need more money 

I think we need BIG IMPROVEMENTS in our schools sports because no work is put forth any of it.  
Like I said in the last question, we can have the football team come support us because we always support 
them for games.  
Do not combine the sports 
Haven’t been in one for years, so wouldn’t know 

I think that combining sports is the most Idiotic thought that PENNCREST has ever had. I feel as tho if they 
combine teams that less people will play. Basketball, baseball and all the sports love to play their rivals and 
without rivals it becomes less competitive, and fun. 

I think that Maplewood football is in a very good shape and a combination of the districts sports teams would 
hold us back. Also some people would consider quitting as a result of a combination. 
There is a lot of students not playing a sport because of coach's being immature, using harsh language, and 
talking about the students looks. 
Don’t combine 

I don’t want to play football with other teams that’ll make us worse and put us up a class to two 
Don’t combine  
dont combine the sports teams 
dont combine the schools 
Don't combine the schools for sports 
I’m good 
We should not combine sports teams 

I am in cheer and plan on cheering for the rest of my high school career, so I believe that cheer should be on 
the thing we plan to participate in or our current sports.  

I feel that we do not get supported money wise, we have been nearly forgotten. I understand completely that 
we are not as big of a sport as football, but that in no way makes it ok for the district to disregard funds for 
our team, we are in fact still a sport and this sport is incredibly important to us players. For safety reasons it 
would be wonderful to have the money to improve our field so we have a safer, cleaner, and nicer field to 
run on. I myself have had an experience getting hurt because of our field. There is a large divot in the field 
and while practicing one day, I was focusing on my practice and found the divot , flying into the air at great 
speed resulting in a broken clavicle. This is not ok, but we do not have the money to fix it due to the lack of 
funding for our sport. I might also mention that we have not had new uniforms in over 5 years. Every 
SCHOOL SUPPORTED sport gets new uniforms every 4 years. We are well over due for new ones BUT 
again, due to the lack of funding by penncrest and support from the school district, we have not been able to 
do so, AND when we have playoffs, penncrest is supposed to support us with money to eat, but we did not 
recieve that money this year and so my coaches had to provide. I feel that as a soccer player, we should 
have more support from the district for our sport.  
They are good as is 

I think that since there is not a numerous amount of students on the wresting and golf teams that it would 
make our district more successful if we combined those sporting programs. 
Give more money  
Maplewood football team if perfectly fine on its own don’t combine them  
We should leave them alone 



 
 
 

There alright  
Lack of support from district in regards to fields, stands, weight room , lack of a wrestling room. Overall 
facilities would grade as an F 

I don’t think we should combine athletic programs at all. There will be so many people and if we cut so many 
people will get cut, if they’re good or not. If we don’t not everyone will get playing time. 
Don’t combine. Please  
Maple wood is doing well that’s all I know  
Don’t combine , it will ruin sports for all the kids  
Don’t combine 

I think its the dumbest thing these schools could ever do lets get rid of all our rivalries and awesome games I 
think you’d lose more people than you think you’re gonna gain. 
I do not have though  
I like it and I would rather not combine with other schools  
I think they are great just the way they are/ 
Don’t combine sports or I won’t play football next year 
I think they are good the way they are 
Don’t combine school sports 
DO NOT COMBINE SPORTS 
Don’t ever do that  
There fine the way they are 
They are good!  
Sports are good, but school is for academics, so stop cutting the arts. 
leave it how it is  
I don’t think you should combine sports 

I like our program and I don’t think we should combine because we did so well with our football team and if 
the other schools combine they might drag us down 
I think they are all good  
If they weren’t lazy they would play sports and make the teams better and we wouldn’t be having this 
conversation  
It would also cause fights. 
They are great the way they are. 
I like the program and I’d rather not combined the schools 
Don’t combine them many people will be left out and if someone wants to play a sport what if they don’t get 
accepted  
I have no thoughts 

To me, a non-athletic person, sports would be useless, well if we had UFC, it would be more entertaining. 

I do not think we should combine teams but I would still do my sport if we did combine but I would prefer not 
too! The Maplewood athletic program is prefect how it is. 
I really would not like it 

Our athletic programs are already heavily populated so we should not consider combining sport teams. 
I think there should be a junior high girls soccer team 



 
 
 

I don’t want to combine schools because they just want to be on our teams because were better than them 
at sports. 
None 
I think our athletic program is just fine the way it is... there is no need to combine schools if we do then there 
will be no competition. 
Make the coaches work a lot harder 
I believe we could combine the track team.  

I think that sports like cross country and football should b be combined beacuse their will be to many kids at 
one point and not all the kids will get to participate  
Um for the cross country team it would be most liked thing if we got new distance tracing watches and new 
uniforms  
Add jr high soccer and other sports 
It’s good but combining would be terrible  
I think we should combine only the sports such as band and soccer because they have extremely low 
numbers 
do not combine anything 
We should combine and make an actual track team 
I think a track team would be very helpful to our school instead of a club because we have ever talented 
runners in our school  
I like the maple wood volleyball program 

 
 
 


